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Moleskine was a key driver of 
the Revenge of Paper history 
in a digital era. Take a closer 
look to unveil the pathway of 
this journey.

‘path in the forest’ by Oleksandra Pinchuk
retrieved from dreamstime.com
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travelers
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written-based professions

technical professions

canonical artists

digital venturesdistributor of design items

creative studio: design + sociology +  trends

Moleskine French company

private equity firm unconventional physical stores

politician

time-management
method founder

professor
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Moleskine's founder

tied to digital communities

art support
paper

shape

material

binding

productivity

journaling

book ‘The Songlines’

stock exchange

unbranded notebook market

   Moleskine’s power has 
flourished and disseminated
     across industries,
        people and markets.

actors

collective humans

individual human

organizations

non-human

The main actors
of the story



    Critical relationships 
between actors involved
  enabled the success of an
 analog in a digital era.
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usage

physicality

popularized time-
management method

“transforming an object designed for romantic, 
creative scribbling into a hammer of productivity 
with charts, lists, and bullet points.”

“the analog businesses succeeding today (...) are 
those that have been able to really create (...) 
the experiential dimension of what they sell.”

“Filofax was strongly related to 
productivity and functionality... If those 
are your focus, technology will kill you 
every time. That’s why we went with 
imagination, image, and the arts.”

“I felt, before the malaise of settlement crept over me, that 
I should reopen those notebooks. I should set down on 
paper a resume of the ideas, quotations and encounters 
which had amused and obsessed me; and which I hoped 
would shed light on what is, for me, the question of 
questions: the nature of human restlessness.”

“signal flare of liberal 
pretentiousness”

“book yet to be written”

“paper has existed, in one form or another, 
for thousands of years. It is the backbone 
of the economic, cultural, scientific, and 
spiritual core we call civilization.”

“creatives have the 
ability to create an 
emotional trigger, and 
the analog world is the 
one able to create this 
emotional attraction 
and experience”

“writing something down conserves the 
mental energy of worrying that you might 
forget something and in trying not to forget it”

“even technical people using Moleskines,
like the Getting Things Done folks, are 
specifically the people who need to feel free”

“what Moleskine does, by allowing you to differentiate 
yourself via a product, design, and premium pricing, 
is show that you are different than others”

branding agency manager

cognitive psychologist 
and neuroscientist

founded the distributor of design items

handwriting 
transcription pen custom books

creative cloud software
photo albums with 

digital printer

cloud-based 
note-taking

soul of Moleskine

 completely unbranded market

“this is a company that went from being a 
category maker to a category icon”

political consultant
prototypical consum

er

"microsocial" networks of productivity and ef  ciency followed these philosophies

was encouraged by

early adopters: canonical artists such as

initiated by the w
orks of

partnered with

drew top executive into analog business

initially envisioned for

attra
cted people focused on productivity and ef  ciency

attracted visual creatives

Moleskine use by creatives created the opportunity for establishing partnership with digital ventures

attracted other written-based professions

thinkers believe Moleskine creates an exclusive community of strangers

old Moleskine use by cannonical artists largely inf uenced the current use by creatives
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digital communities connect Moleskine users who have “hybrid lives” between Analog & Digital

inspired by

included

"will not f nd it in stationery stores"

acquired by private equity f rm
 and goes IPO

made go extinct

can be found in

partnered with digital ventures

civilization

“microsocial” networks

◉ journalists

◉ designers
◉ artists

◉ global bohemians

◉ travelers

◉ writers

◉ computer scientists

◉ high-achieving executives

◉ doctors

◉ bankers

◉ architects

◉ nerdy engineers

◉ teachers

Modo & Modo

Filofax
Moleskine French company

◉ modern bookstores

◉ Evernote

◉ design shops

◉ Livescribe
◉ MILK

◉ Paper FiftyThree

◉ Adobe

Syntegra
Maria  Sebregondi

◉ David Allen

Bruce Chatwin

◉ Antonio Marazza

◉ Karl Rove

◉ Daniel Levitin

◉ Prof. Andrea Ordanini

◉ Prof. Carlo A. C. Maffé

Francesco Franceschi

Arrigo Berni

◉ Hemingway

◉ Picasso

◉ Matisse

CEO

◉ black oilcloth binding

stock exchange

◉ perfectly flat seams

◉ hand-stitched pocket in the rear

book ‘The Songlines’

nomad kit

◉ Moleskinerie

◉ Getting Things Done blog

◉ Mike Rohde’s
sketchnote community

◉ melodramatic teenaged diaries

◉ half-baked doodles

◉ class notes

◉ grocery lists
book ‘Getting Things Done’

notebook market

◉ student blogs

paper
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The rise of personal 
  computers provoked 
   unintented consequences 
to human beings, setting 
 off a conflict between 
      productivity and creativity.

productivity dilemma
emergence for creativity
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Digital outbreak

◉ apps

◉ AI

◉ VR

◉ instant messaging

◉ devices

◉ gadgets

◉ search engine

◉ streaming services
emerged as an obsession 
of the business world.

Paperless of  ce

thanks to computer calendars 
and other digital organizers.

Declining sales of analog

Rise of the 
Personal 

Computer

through a supply of blank pages
Unlimited potential for creativity

Moleskine: from a 
paper product to an 
analog cultural icon.

Cultural icon

tremendous harm inflicted on us by information 
overload, which was claimed worse for your brain 
than exhaustion and smoking marijuana.

Multitasking is "empty-calories brain candy"

organic desire for 
analog experiences in 
a hyperdigitized age.

Analog desire

increase on paper's emotional, 
functional and economic value.

Re-rise of paper value

◉ soft, creamy paper 
that invites a pen's ink

◉ rounded corners that ease the 
notebook into a pocket

"Deliciously analog"

◉ cover that's hard enough to keep pages from 
bending, but soft and almost leathery in feel

◉ black oilcloth binding

◉ tight binding on the spine

◉ hand-stitched pocket in the rear

◉ perfectly flat seams

could be largely increased.

Productivity capacity

of a computer reducing the cost, labor, 
and space associated with printing, 
storing, and organizing so much 
physical information was powerful.

Powerful promise

popular time-management method
"Getting T ings Done" even if they are not. Creatives have the ability to create 

an emotional trigger, and the analog world is the one 
able to create this emotional attraction and experience.

People want to be creative and feel creative

digital world provides a lot of 
opportunity to waste a lot of time.

Rabbit hole
"Getting Things Done" folks are specifically 
the people who need to feel free.

Technical people need to feel free

in analog, legacy commands 
a premium. As long as you can 
convince users the past is relevant, 
they'll pay billions for it.

Heritage value
in digital, a legacy brand is yesterday's 
lunch, because the best digital 
technology is always the next one, and 
consumers have no loyalty to the past.

No loyalty to the past

Twitter, Facebook and other 
digital platforms are "macro social" 
networks, engaging vast swaths of 
the global population in largely 
impersonal relationships.

Impersonal Relationships

niche analog brands, such 
as Moleskine, create highly 
personal "microsocial" networks.

Personal Relationships

office workers were called "paper pushers" for a 
reason, and less time pushing paper meant more 

time, and money, devoted to other work.

More time, and money

The shade of clusters reflects the color code of 
the actors who were mainly responsible 

for the impact in that grouping.

non-human

non-human

organizations / 
market

collective humans

After a while, society expressed desire for analog mediums in 
order to channel productivity and creativity since digital seemed 

to be messing up with these foundational human capabilities.

As a result, there was an opportunity window in the market 
which facilitated the rise of an analog cultural icon.

The need for balance



The productivity pressure versus 
    the emergence for creativity
              conflict was a
    cyclical quality of
   Paper in  Analog & Digital lives.

di
gi

ta
l
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al

og Moleskine achieved steady growth, 
expanding its line of notebooks into many 

different colors and sizes, and gained a huge 
market of direct-to-business sales (such as 

ones of the largest technology companies, 
Facebook).

Steady growth

A pen and paper requires no power 
source, no boot-up time, no program-
specific formatting, no syncing to 

external drives and the cloud.

No power source

The term paperless office had emerged 
as an obsession of the business world. 

The promise of a computer reducing the 
cost, labor, and space associated with 

printing, storing, and organizing so much 
physical information was powerful.

Paperless office

Moleskines are ideal companion 
to smartphones, tablets, virtual note 
management services, and digital 

illustration software.

Ideal companion

Digital users realize that print has an 
ability to organize information in 
a special way. The web is just this 

endless loop of information.

Ability to organize

In meetings with bankers and investors, they 
pointed to the iPad in front of them and would 

say: ‘In three years you are going to be out of 
business. There is no future in paper. Look at 

my iPad! People will stop writing.’

“Look at my iPad!”

The only recognizable brand name at the time 
Moleskine started was the office organizer Filofax, 

which had already seen declining sales, thanks to 
computer calendars and other digital organizers. 
“The Filofax notebook brand was strongly related 
to productivity and functionality. “If those are your 

focus, technology will kill you every time.”

Digital organizers

The Spark Notebook was created 
by Kate Matsudaira, a tech executive at companies that 
included Microsoft and Amazon, and is a goal-oriented 
notebook/planner “designed for people serious about 
success.”

Tech executive founds Spark Notebook

New pen, stationery, and paper boutiques 
are opening around the world, including 

one store dedicated exclusively to pencils 
that opened in New York.

New boutiques

Paper has existed, in one form or 
another, for thousands of years. It is the 

backbone of the economic, cultural, 
scientific, and spiritual core we call 

civilization.

Civilization

The quality of some designs declined when 
Photoshop launched. After a few months, 

Landor’s Milan office gave all their designers 
Moleskines, and banned the use of 
Photoshop during the first week’s work on 
a project. The idea was to let their initial ideas 
freely blossom on paper, without the inherent 
bias of the software, before transferring them 
to the computer later for fine-tuning. It was so 

successful, this policy remains in place today.

Photoshop ban

The success of paper has even convinced some 
digital businesses to embrace analog. The CEO of 

Paperless Post, a premium online invitation company, 
followed unrelenting requests from its customers. 

Paperless Post launched a product line called Paper 
by Paperless Post, which is really just a line of paper 
invitations.

Digital firms embracing analog

Paper notebooks were the creative 
foundation for Henri Matisse, Pablo 
Picasso, Ernest Hemingway, Van 

Gogh, among others.

Creative foundation

Moleskine has entered into partnerships with 
digital services, such as Adobe’s Creative Cloud 
service, Evernote/Moleskine Smart Notebook, 

producing notebooks that work with the handwriting 
transcription pen Livescribe, photo albums with the 

digital printer MILK, and custom books with Paper 
FiftyThree. “Technology has created wonderful 

opportunities to make these physical experiences 
possible”.

Digital Partnerships

time

The shade of events reflects the color code of the actors who were
mainly responsible for the impact of that occurance.

The Love & Hate relationship 
between Analog & Digital

actors

collective humans individual human organizations / marketnon-human
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Moleskine 
business’ facts

Despite the rhetoric of intangibles and premium 
pricing compared with other notebooks, Moleskine 

is not a luxury brand, and operates very differently from 
those companies, whose products are seasonal and sell 

at vastly higher margins.

Not a luxury brand

Analyst projections were also 
overly optimistic; the Mediobanca 

IPO report estimated the company’s 
sales and profits would nearly double 

every two years.

Too optimistic

Company’s stock was a victim of 
prejudices around paper, and analog 

businesses in general. Many of analog 
skeptics took up short-selling positions, 

essentially betting against Moleskine’s 
stock, further driving down the 

share price.

Prejudices around analog

Over 91% of Moleskine’s revenue 
came from paper products.

Paper products revenue Moleskine is a profitable, publicly traded 
company worth several hundred million 

euros, with annual sales of over € 100 
million, seven-hundred-plus products sold 

in over a hundred different countries, and 
more than two hundred employees spread 
between global offices and its rather 

anonymous headquarters in Milan.

Triumph numbers

Moleskine’s stock made its debut on 
the Milan stock exchange, valuing the 
company at €490 million.

€490 million debutThere 
was ample growth potential for 
new and emerging markets, room for 
brand extensions into other products, 

a chance to develop Moleskine’s own 
retail stores, and the potential of 

collaboration with digital partners. 
Revenue and net income had all 
grown steadily, while costs and debt 

were decreasing.

New markets

First IPO in Italy in a year, and 
a particularly proud one for a 

country that had been hit hard 
by the eurozone recession.

1st IPO in Italy in a year

People don’t jump into 
starting a notebook company 
out of nostalgia or romance 
for the golden age of writing. 
They do so because there is 
a viable, growing consumer 
demand for these objects, 
and a market that values 
paper.

Starting a business

In the IPO prospectus, the investment 
bankers at Milan’s Mediobanca noted 

that the brand’s unique positioning, 
“which expresses a set of intangible 
values (namely culture, design, 
imagination, memory and travel) and 
is endowed with a unique heritage.

IPO prospectus
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Things began to improve in 
2015. By April 2016, the stock 

finally cracked the € 2 mark.

Re-rise

Moleskine’s Market Value

       In 2007,
    Moleskine was acquired by
 a private equity firm,
   Syntegra Capital,
	 	 for	€	62	million.

It achieved steady growth for six years, expanding its line of notebooks into many 
different colors and sizes, and enticed direct-to-business sales. On April 3, 2013, 

Moleskine’s stock made its debut on the Milan stock exchange. This diagram shows 
Moleskine’s price per share overtime along with business and market’s facts.



 By losing its job as the 
  dominant form of
 communication, paper has been 
elevated to an exalted place,
where it can play off its intangible analog advantages.

The new value of paper

Google and Facebook distributed elaborate 
printed publications to political and business 
leaders, because they stand out. A beautiful paper 
object has a far greater chance getting past the 
gatekeepers of assistants and into the hands of 
such people as Michelle Obama and Bill Gates 
than does a quickly deleted attachment.

Business card is an anachronistic tool for storing 
contact data. It impels a crucial first impression a 
lasting one, and leads to future impressions every 
time you lay eyes, or fingers, on that card.

“Dozens of notebooks held every interview and note I had taken as a 
journalist over the previous thirteen years. These notes were at the core of 
the books I had written, notes behind hundreds of magazine and newspaper 
articles, countless random observations, sketches, and conversations 
from all over the world. They stood there on those shelves as permanent 
testaments to my own stories, talent, and exploration.” —David Sax

The downside of digital technology is that it is constantly 
changing. As soon as you understand and figure out how to 
do something, the next version of hardware or software comes 
along, and the learning process starts fresh. With Moleskine, 
you pick it up and know how it works. “I felt, before the malaise of settlement crept 

over me, that I should reopen those notebooks. I 
should set down on paper a resume of the ideas, 
quotations and encounters which had amused and 
obsessed me; and which I hoped would shed light 
on what is, for me, the question of questions: the 
nature of human restlessness”. —David Sax

Paper provides people with a vessel for 
wrestling down the ideas banging around 
their heads into a tactile, permanent record.

We get thousands of e-mails a day, and 
deletes most of them unseen, but there 
is a latent need of opening every single 
envelope that arrives on our desk.

Paper cuts through the noise

Lasting impressions

Paper stands out

Tactile and permanent record

Nature of human restlessness

Stories, talent, and exploration

No learning curve

actors

collective humans individual human organizations / marketnon-human


